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This Industry Practice Group was established to draw on the experience of CFA 
advisors, many of whom as former business owners and CEOs, have first-hand 
knowledge and have completed many transactions in this industry. 
 

Plastics & Rubber M&A 
 

M&A activity for North American based target companies in the Plastics/Rubber 
sector for Q1 2015 included 30 closed deals, according to data published by 
industry data tracker FactSet, with an average enterprise value of $25 million.  
While M&A activity in the plastics/rubber sector slowed a bit in the second half 
of 2014 the pace has been steady in the early going of 2015. The rebound in the 
auto market has sparked activity in plastics injection molding and increased 
overall activity in the automotive space. Specialized plastics and rubber manufacturers have also been in 
demand as a result of 
“sticky” customers 
bases who depend on 
their products. 
However, there is stiff 
competition from 
plastic/rubber 
manufacturers 
overseas – primarily 
Asia. 
 

 
 
Transactional Overview 
 

Notable closed transactions for the period in the plastics and rubber sector include: 
 
March 2015 - Core Molding Technologies, Inc. acquired CPI Binani, Inc. from Binani Industries Ltd for US$15 
million in cash. Core Molding Technologies, Inc. is engaged in the manufacture of sheet molding compound and 
molder of fiberglass reinforced plastics. Binani Industries Ltd. operates as a holding company with sales, 
manufacturing, and research & development operations spread in Asia, Europe, Middle East and North America. 
 
February 2015 - Patrick Industries, Inc. acquired Better Way Partners LLC, doing business as Better Way 
Products for US$40 million in cash. Patrick Industries, Inc. is a manufacturer of component products and 
distributor of building products and materials serving the recreational vehicle, manufactured housing, kitchen 
cabinet, household furniture, fixtures and commercial furnishings, marine, and other industrial markets. Better 
Way Partners LLC manufactures fiberglass components primarily used in recreational vehicle, marine, and 
transit vehicle applications. 

SECOND QUARTER 2015 

Plastics and Rubber Manufacturing U.S. Imports/Exports 
 

Source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics 
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Selected Q1 Closed Transactions 

Target/Issuer Buyers/Investors

Angeles Composite Technologies Shimtech Industries Ltd. 

CPI Binani, Inc. Core Molding Technologies, Inc. 

Clear Focus Imaging, Inc. The Jordan Co. LP 

IPS Polymer Systems, Inc. Accella Performance Materials, Inc. 

Anchor Line Gemini Industries, Inc. 

Prestige Rubber Manufacturing Co. Mechanical Rubber Products Co. 

Cool Gear International LLC ACON Investments; Igloo Products  

Valtech Holdings, Inc. Ernie Green Industries, Inc. 

 
January 2015 - Igloo Products Corp, a subsidiary of Igloo 
Products Holdings LLC, a portfolio company of ACON 
Investments LLC, THL Credit Group LP and J H Whitney 
Capital Partners LLC acquired Cool Gear International 
LLC, a portfolio company of RAF Industries, Inc. for an 
undisclosed amount. ACON Investments LLC is a private 
equity firm located in Washington, DC with an additional 
office in Los Angeles.  

 
M&A Trends 
 

The fragmented nature of the plastics/rubber sector has 
been a driver of continued M&A activity in the space. Many larger regional players have use M&A as a means to 
accelerate growth. In addition, a number of factors have propelled deal activity in the space of late including: 
 
• Availability of cash on strategic balance sheets. 
• Low-interest financing 
• Positive market outlook 
 

Industry Update 
 

As the economy strengthens and manufacturing and production pick up demand for plastic and rubber products is 
expected to grow. According to data from the Interindustry Economic Research Fund (IERF), revenue for U.S. 
plastic and rubber products manufacturing is forecast to grow at an annual compounded rate of 5 percent 
between 2015 and 2019.  
 
US demand for clean, recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic is surpassing supply, according to the 
National Association for PET Container Resources. While recycling rates for PET plastic continue to climb, the 
rate of usable PET per bale of recycled plastic is in decline. Single-stream recycling efforts lead to a higher rate 
of contamination per bale, and PET packaging designs such as shrink or barrier labels can make packaging more 
difficult to recycle. The trend of lightweight packaging has also resulted in the need to sort and process a higher 
volume of material to produce a pound of usable recycled PET flake. Supplies of recycled PET have also 
tightened amid rising demand from US consumers, as well as from exports markets. As a result, plastic container 
manufacturers that use recycled PET as a feedstock may alter packaging design to make products easier to sort 
and recycle. PET container companies that also operate plastics recycling processing plants may invest in more 
sophisticated sorting machinery to increase recycled PET recovery rates. 
 
Key Indicators: 
 
US nondurable goods manufacturers' shipments of plastics and rubber products, an indicator of plastic and rubber 
products production, fell 2.4 percent year-to-date in February 2015 compared to the same period in 2014. 
 
The spot price of crude oil, a key raw material in plastic and rubber manufacturing, fell 51.3 percent in the week 
ending April 3, 2015, compared to the same week in 2014. 

 
Collectively, the Plastics & Rubber Practice Group provides M&A advice to public and private companies in all 
sectors of the plastics industries, including custom manufacturing using injection molding, extrusion, 
thermoforming, roto-molding, and blow-molding, tool & die making for injection molding and plastic packaging.  


